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Market Review 

While the average stock in the Russell 3000 index dropped 1.31% on a total return basis over the 

last five trading sessions and the S&P 500 Pure Value index had a negative total return of 3.13%, 

the S&P 500 did manage to add to the rebound off of the Bear Market lows set on March 23, 

2020. 



 

Of course, it took a big rally on Friday to push the major market averages into the green for the 

week, with the move higher driven primarily by some modest optimism on the COVID-19 front 

related to the antiviral medicine remdesivir from Gilead Sciences (GILD – $83.99). 



 

There have been plenty of ups and downs with news associated with the potential of remdesivir 

to treat SARS-CoV-2, the novel coronavirus that leads to COVID-19, as shares of the biotech 

giant opened nearly 3.5% lower Tuesday amid news of two of the company’s COVID-19 clinical 

drug trials in China being canceled. So, we know better than to get overly excited about the 

leaked story of potential Chicago success from Statnews.com, but GILD did end the week some 

14% higher. We note that the lack of enrollment that was cited as the reason for discontinuing 

the Chinese study was likely due to the dissipating outbreak in the region. And the Chicago test 

lacks a control arm, there are potential serious side effects and there is a lot more data to crunch. 

Still, we are fans of GILD and our Target Price now stands at $98. 

That said, though COVID-19 continues to dominate the headlines, with the U.S. daily death 

counts hitting highs last week,… 



 

…it is good to see less media coverage related to shortages of critical medical supplies and more 

focus on debating the timing of reopening of economies around the world, especially given that 

the International Monetary Fund on April 14 slashed forecasts for its World Economic Outlook. 

The IMF, calling the current environment the Great Lockdown, now believes that advanced 

economics are expected this year to see a GDP decline of 6.1% and the U.S. is presently 

projected to post a 5.9% plunge in output. 



 

Alas, economic stats out last week began to unveil the devastation inflicted by COVID-19 and 

the resulting shutdown of businesses due to the stay-at-home-policies, with China reporting a 

6.8% drop in gross domestic product for the first three months of the year, the first decline since 

Beijing started reporting its numbers in 1992. 

Here at home, the evidence of the economic carnage is starting to show, with last week seeing 

horrible statistics on the health of the factory sector,… 



 

…retail sales, industrial production,… 



 

…the housing industry and the all-important jobs market. 



 

To be sure, the outlook for the U.S. economy over the next few months is the worst in recorded 

history,… 



 

…which would seem to be a major disconnect with the big bounce seen in equity prices over the 

last four weeks…but it is not as if happy days are here again as the average stock in the Russell 

3000 index has a total year-to-date return of -24.24%. And, we can’t forget that the stock market 

is an anticipatory mechanism, with prices often bottoming when conditions look the worst. 



 

That does not mean to suggest that stocks have discounted all the bad news that is yet to come, 

and we remain braced for additional downside, but we might argue that the fastest and most 

volatile Bear Market in history,… 



 

…reflected a COVID-19 U.S. death count of some two million, not the most recent projection of 

60,308 (through 8.4.20) put forth by the University of Washington,… 



 

…and an economy that would stay shut down for many more months than now seems likely, 

with far less support from Washington and the Federal Reserve than has actually occurred. 



 

To be sure, we respect that most are much more pessimistic on the prospects for an economic 

rebound than U.S. Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin, who said on Sunday, “I think it will be 

months, I definitely don’t think it will be years. We are going to conquer this virus, we are going 

to have terrific breakthroughs.” However, even the pessimistic IMF forecasts detailed above call 

for U.S. GDP growth to rebound by 4.7% next year. 

We don’t know when, but ultimately the economy will recover. The key, of course, is to ensure 

that the businesses in which we are invested have the financial wherewithal to make it through to 

the proverbial other side. Those evaluations are ongoing, but even a company like Goodyear 

Tire (GT – $7.26), whose decimated share price might be arguing that survival, at least for 

current stockholders, is in serious question, would seem to have taken the proper liquidity steps. 

The tire maker was out with a business update last week, in which management disclosed that 

Q1 sales were approximately $3.0 billion, down from $3.6 billion a year ago, and that tire unit 

volume totaled approximately 31 million for the first quarter of 2020, down 18% from the prior 

year. The result will be a first quarter loss before income taxes of $185 million to $195 million. 

Of course, the dismal numbers were hardly unexpected, with the company stating, “These results 

reflect significant declines in global OE shipments after auto manufacturers halted production 

and weak replacement demand following sweeping shelter-in-place mandates.” In response, 



Goodyear has slashed capital spending, refinanced its $2.0 billion asset-backed revolving credit 

facility and “temporarily” suspended its quarterly dividend. 

Goodyear said that it has total liquidity of approximately $3.6 billion, including $970 million in 

cash and cash equivalents, while management indicated that a phased restart of production will 

occur this quarter, beginning in April with some of its commercial truck tire facilities in the U.S. 

and Europe. Further, per the press release, “The company’s plant in Pulandian, China is 

operating with 100% of its workforce and is able to meet customer demand. The facility is 

expected to continue ramping up production throughout the second quarter.” 

Our Target Price for GT now resides at $18, and we are at present (all stocks are always fighting 

for their spot in our portfolios) maintaining our position, even as we note that dividends have 

always been a significant component of the total return proposition for stocks. These are 

unprecedented times, for sure, and we would much rather Goodyear utilize its cash flow in the 

near term to ensure that we achieve significant capital appreciation over the long haul, while an 

eventual economic recovery would have us expecting a reinstatement of the dividend in the not-

too-distant future. 

True, we may have to tighten our belts a bit when it comes to payouts in our income-oriented 

equity strategies, and we are cutting our companies several quarters of slack, at least, before we 

might force a dividend-omission sale, but we continue to expect our stocks overall to produce 

solid dividends this year and beyond,… 



 

…which helps to make the equities-versus-fixed-income argument heavily lopsided in favor of 

the former…for those with a long-term time horizon! 



 

Stock Updates  

Q1 earnings reporting season has kicked off, and Jason Clark, Chris Quigley and Zach Tart look 

at several of our companies that posted quarterly results or had updates out last week. Not 

surprisingly, our work has had to shift toward financial liquidity and business viability, versus 

the usual focus on price-related financial metrics, so hearing from management teams is very 

much welcome. 

We are in the process of posting updated Target Prices to theprudentspeculator.com and readers 

should keep in mind that all stocks are rated as a “Buy” until such time as they are a “Sell,” 

while a listing of all current recommendations is available for download via the following link: 

https://theprudentspeculator.com/dashboard/. 

Global health and pharmaceutical concern Johnson & Johnson (JNJ – $152.02) released Q1 

results that were substantially higher than analyst estimates, sending shares up nearly 5% for the 

subsequent day and up more than 7% for the week. JNJ earned $2.30 per share, compared with 

an analyst consensus of $2.00, while revenue was $20.7 billion, above the $19.5 billion estimate. 

Strong growth in the Consumer Health and Pharmaceuticals businesses offset weakness in 

Medical Devices, the latter a by-product of COVID-19-related deferrals of medical procedures in 

the company’s Surgery, Orthopedics, Interventional Solutions and Vision businesses. 

http://theprudentspeculator.com/
https://theprudentspeculator.com/dashboard/
https://theprudentspeculator.com/dashboard/


 

CEO Alex Gorsky commented, “COVID-19 is at the forefront of everyone’s mind, which is why 

we plan to spend a fair amount of time during the earnings webcast discussing this 

unprecedented global pandemic, the profound impact it’s having on global public health and our 

unwavering commitment to create and deliver value to all of our stakeholders. Johnson & 

Johnson was built for times like this, and our strong first quarter results are just one reflection of 

our sustainable business model. Our Johnson & Johnson colleagues remain focused on delivering 

on the commitments and responsibilities to our patients, doctors, nurses, employees, parents, 

children, communities and shareholders as defined in our credo. As we announced this morning, 

we increased our quarterly dividend by 6.3% to $1.01, which is another reflection of our stability 

and further underscores our commitment to delivering value to our shareholders. This marks the 

58th consecutive year of dividend increases for Johnson & Johnson, and we believe that taking 

this action is the right thing to do for our shareholders at this time, and importantly, a strong 

example of the confidence we have in our business now and in the future.” 

Mr. Gorsky continued, “As the world continues to face the significant and urgent public health 

crisis, I want to emphasize that across Johnson & Johnson, we are leveraging our broad-based 

size and scale to think, lead and operate with the same level of incredible urgency, relying on the 

same courage, conviction and core strengths that set us apart and empower us to make a positive 

impact on society and health care. I am both proud and amazed at the level of dedication that 

I’ve witnessed from every Johnson & Johnson business, function team and person over the last 



several weeks. Now we certainly don’t have all the answers today, but we’ll find the ones needed 

to ensure our success for tomorrow, and we won’t take shortcuts to compromise our standards or 

our values as we move with speed and determination.” 

The company lowered 2020 guidance on account of the coronavirus outbreak, but given the 

change in demand dynamics recently, we think it’s still solid. JNJ expects revenue between 

$79.2 billion and $82.2 billion, compared with the previous range of $85.8 billion to $86.6 

billion. EPS should come in between $7.50 and $7.90, compared with $8.95 to $9.10 previously. 

We continue to like JNJ in our broadly diversified portfolios and think that this sort of health 

care stock offers an important stabilizer during this time. In addition, while other companies have 

needed to whack their dividends, JNJ continues just raised their payout, pushing the yield to 

2.7%. While the various legal battles of the last few years have not magically disappeared, we 

think that the risk/reward profile of JNJ is worthy of its elevated weighting in our portfolios, 

even as the high-quality name trades at nearly 20 times 2020 analyst earnings estimates. Our 

Target Price for JNJ now stands at $171. 

With little surprise to most, Goldman Sachs Group (GS – $183.49) posted Q1 bottom-line 

results that were below published estimates, as the investment banking and securities giant 

increased reserves for potential loan losses as the COVID-19 global shutdown continues on. 

While shares began the week on a down slope, they recovered most of the losses for the week by 

close of trading on Friday. Net revenue for the period came in well above expectations at $8.74 

billion, as trading, especially in the fixed income arena, benefited from the extreme volatility 

experienced in Q1. Adjusted EPS totaled $3.11, which was short of the expected $3.25, primarily 

on higher expenses and provisions. 

Fixed Income, Currency and Commodities (FICC) generated quarterly net revenue of $2.97 

billion, its highest quarterly performance in five years, while Equities generated net revenue of 

$2.19 billion, its second highest quarterly performance in five years, driven by strength in 

derivatives and higher volumes in intermediation. Consumer & Wealth Management generated 

record net revenue of $1.49 billion. Asset Management was the biggest segment drag during the 

period. 

Goldman CEO Dave Solomon stated, “As the world grapples with this terrible pandemic, we are 

extremely grateful for the professionalism of the healthcare specialists and other front-line 

workers who are bearing the greatest burden in the fight against the virus. We are in awe of their 

courage and are doing our part to help communities and small businesses suffering from the 

economic impact of the crisis. I am enormously proud of the determination and dedication of the 

people of Goldman Sachs, who continue to serve our clients despite high market volatility. Our 

quarterly profitability was inevitably affected by the economic dislocation. As public policy 

measures to stem the pandemic take root, I am firmly convinced that our firm will emerge well-

positioned to help our clients and communities recover.” 

Despite the challenging near-term backdrop, given strong activity levels, a healthy balance sheet 

and strategic repositioning, we think GS shares are quite attractive for the long-term. While we 

don’t know how long the difficult environment will persist, we could see earnings rebounding 



faster than peers because of the company’s lower interest-rate exposure. The build out of its 

traditional banking and investment-management businesses should serve shareholders well in the 

long run, as currently almost two-thirds of Goldman’s revenue comes from its investment 

banking and global markets trading business segments. The ultimate goal of Goldman’s 

evolution is to change the trading and deal-making titan into a more well-rounded financial firm 

with more stable consumer and commercial businesses. That said, we won’t be surprised if it 

takes a few years for the efforts to begin to be truly rewarded by investors. Our Target Price for 

GS now stands at $276. 

Shares of JPMorgan Chase (JPM – $138.15) bounced back strongly on Friday, but still ended a 

miserable week for financial stocks in general down more than 7%, with the catalyst being the 

company’s release of its Q1 financial results. While analyst expectations did not consistently 

discount the impact of COVID-19, which makes sense given that nobody can know what the hit 

to business will be in the near- and intermediate-term, adjusted earnings per share of $0.78 came 

in below published estimates. Of course, that was not a big surprise, as JPM built up credit 

reserves (adding $6.8 billion), saw widening funding spreads on derivatives and marked down 

the company’s bridge loan book. 

JPM CEO Jamie Dimon explained, “The company entered this crisis in a position of strength, 

and we remain well capitalized and highly liquid – with a CET1 ratio of 11.5% and total liquidity 

resources of over $1 trillion. And JPMorgan Chase performed well in what was a very tough and 

unique operating environment – growing deposits in every line of business and providing loans 

as we extended credit and served as a port in the storm for our clients and customers. In the first 

quarter, the underlying results of the company were extremely good, however given the 

likelihood of a fairly severe recession, it was necessary to build credit reserves of $6.8B, 

resulting in total credit costs of $8.3 billion for the quarter.” 

Mr. Dimon continued, “The first quarter delivered some unprecedented challenges and required 

us to focus on what we as a bank could do – outside of our ordinary course of business – to 

remain strong, resilient and well-positioned to support all of our stakeholders. In Consumer & 

Community Banking, we have remained focused on meeting our customers’ needs. 

Approximately three quarters of our 5,000 branches have been open – all with heightened safety 

procedures and many with drive-through options – and the vast majority of our over 16,000 

ATMs remain open. In March alone, we opened half a million new accounts for our card 

customers and extended over $6 billion of new and increased credit lines, and we were active in 

Home Lending and Auto. We lent over $500 million to small businesses in the month and we’re 

now actively supporting the SBA’s Paycheck Protection Program. For the quarter, we continued 

to see flows into both client investment assets and deposits.” 

He added, “We continued to support our wholesale clients throughout this challenging period, as 

they drew over $50 billion on their existing lines. We also provided over $25 billion of new 

credit extensions in March for companies most impacted by the crisis and helped our clients 

execute record Investment Grade bond issuances this quarter. In Commercial Banking, we 

partnered closely with clients on their liquidity needs, increasing loans $25 billion and deposits 

$40 billion in the quarter. The Corporate & Investment Bank turned in another solid quarter with 

record Markets revenue, as we helped clients navigate extremely tough and volatile market 



conditions, and we maintained our #1 rank in Global IB fees as clients turned to us for financing 

and advice. And in Asset & Wealth Management, we saw strong growth in both loans and 

deposits, we took in $75 billion in liquidity flows, and more importantly we proactively reached 

out and helped clients manage their risk. In addition, JPMorgan Chase made a $50 million 

commitment to help address the immediate humanitarian crisis, as well as the long-term 

economic challenges that the most vulnerable people face. And the firm announced a $150 

million loan program to help community partners get capital to underserved small businesses and 

nonprofits, particularly in the hardest hit communities.” 

 

Even with the uncertainty and brisk near-term operational headwinds, we continue to believe that 

JPM will not only survive the current crisis but will thrive on the other side, as was the case 

during the Great Financial Crisis. The bank maintains a fortress balance sheet and a diverse the 

overall business model, while we think that there is plenty of management bench strength behind 

Mr. Dimon, who was only recently released from the hospital following emergency heart 

surgery. While share buybacks were suspended through the end of Q2, the company continues to 

pay a quarterly dividend of $0.90, with the yield now residing at 3.8%. Our Target Price for JPM 

is $141. 

Diversified financial firm Bank of America (BAC – $23.28) saw its shares drop more than 6% 

last week (even after spiking higher by more than 8% on Friday) after reporting Q1 financial 



results. Adjusted EPS for the period was $0.37, which was 31% below expectations. The miss 

was driven by the bank’s decision to add $5 billion to credit reserves. Given the current COVID-

19 crisis and the unknowns around when the domestic and global economies might open back up 

and begin to heal, this was a smart move. For some context, BAC recorded less than $4 billion in 

credit provisions in all of 2019. While stock buybacks were wisely suspended, we liked that even 

the hard hit profits were more than enough to cover the quarterly dividend of $0.18. 

CEO Brian Moynihan stated, “Our results reflect the strength of our balance sheet, the diversity 

of our earnings, and the resilience of our teammates to serve clients around the world. Despite 

increasing our loan loss reserves, we earned $4 billion this quarter, maintained a significant 

buffer against our most stringent capital requirement, and ended the quarter with more liquidity 

than when we began. We remain a source of strength – our customers trusted us with $149 

billion in additional deposits since year-end, which enabled us to provide liquidity to people, 

small business owners and corporate clients. We received nearly a million requests for assistance 

and we announced a $100 million commitment to provide critical support to local communities. 

We are taking extraordinary steps to support our employees, clients and communities during this 

humanitarian crisis.” 

CFO Paul Donofrio added, “Ten years ago, we set out to transform our business and operate 

under the principles of responsible growth so we would be a source of strength in the next crisis. 

Our results this quarter reflect our progress: our strong earnings power allowed us to increase 

loan loss reserves while generating $4.0 billion in net income for shareholders. During the 

quarter, we suspended our buyback program to provide additional support to the economy. We 

also continued to invest in our people and our systems so we could deliver for consumers, small 

business owners and large corporate clients. We remain well-positioned to support our clients 

and deliver for all our stakeholders.” 

We continue to be fans of BAC and see it as one of our core financial holdings. While there will 

continue to be near-term pressures, we see numerous long-term opportunities upon which BAC 

can capitalize, from its large deposit base and consumer lending franchise to its “thundering 

herd” of Merrill Lynch’s financial advisors and wealth managers. In the midst of the COVID 

chaos, we think there is a business positive for BAC. Customers that might have been hesitant or 

resistant to use digital/mobile banking have been forced to reconsider and usage numbers would 

suggest a spike in utilization. If comfort online is gained during this tragic time, it may give BAC 

the ability to have flexibility to cut branch count in more normal times, which could equate to 

massive cost savings. Our Target Price is now $39. 

PNC Financial Services (PNC – $101.50) reported adjusted Q1 2020 earnings that trailed 

analyst estimates, such as they were. The regional bank earned $1.96 per share (vs. $2.05 est.) 

and had net interest margin of 2.78%, up 6 basis points, due to lower interest rates paid on 

deposits. PNC reported that the provision for credit losses was $914 million, which includes the 

effects of COVID-19 and loan growth. Of course, those provisions will likely continue to rise in 

the quarters ahead, even as the loan book is broadly diversified with COVID-19 High-Impact 

Industries representing only $19.3 billion of loans, approximately 7% of the overall portfolio. 



 

CEO Bill Demchak commented, “Our results for the first quarter were good, but the 

extraordinary changes in the economic backdrop occurring in March and the implications of the 

broad-based response to the COVID-19 outbreak had a material impact on our provision for 

credit losses…This pandemic is having a profound impact on the global economy and on 

people’s lives and the challenges we face as a country are unprecedented. PNC through this 

period is navigating these challenges from a position of strength. We have nearly 52,000 

employees who are working incredibly hard to serve our customers. We immediately mobilized 

to mitigate the risks to our front-line employees and implemented enhanced pay provisions for 

those in roles that can’t be performed remotely. Our technology, in which we’ve invested heavily 

over time, allowed us to quickly transition to a remote work model for more than 30,000 of our 

employees, including those from our call center who are managing a very high call volume from 

the safety of their homes. Our technology also allowed us to quickly prepare for and respond to 

the federal government’s economic stimulus package, which we are supporting through loans 

and other relief to consumer and business customers.” 

Mr. Demchak added, “Despite the current economic challenges, we are confident in our ability to 

continue to withstand strong environmental headwinds. We have solid liquidity and capital 

positions. We grew loans by $25 billion and deposits by $17 billion compared to the end of the 

fourth quarter. While this was largely driven by draws on commercial lines of credit, we have 

provided new loans to support key industries in our country since the COVID outbreak, 



including over $2 billion in new loans to hospitals and other health care entities and $1 billion in 

new loans to municipalities.” 

Despite the even-lower low interest rate environment, the surge in loan requests should help 

PNC in the near term. The company has experienced increases in deposits and loan modification 

requests, while the contraction in GDP will weigh on PNC in the intermediate term. However, 

over the long term, we think that the bank has made valuable investments in expansion into new 

markets, and we think the asset management business will add to the bottom line, even if the 

awful Q1 trimmed billable assets. Additionally, we note that PNC owns around 20% of 

Blackrock (BLK – $476.87), the largest asset management firm in the world. PNC yields 4.5%. 

Our Target Price is $160. 

Speaking of BlackRock, the stock has enjoyed a solid rebound in recent weeks, and shares were 

boosted last week after the company reported Q1 2020 results. The asset management behemoth 

posted EPS of $6.60 (vs. $6.39 est.) on revenue of $3.71 billion (vs. $3.63 billion est.). The 

company saw $75 billion in net inflows during the first seven weeks of the quarter, while $40 

billion flowed out during the last five weeks. The $35 billion in net inflows were driven by cash, 

liquid alternatives, sustainable ETFs, factor ETFs and BLK’s active Equity platform. 

CEO Larry Fink said, “I want to take a moment to express the gratitude of everyone at 

BlackRock for the men and women on the frontline of this crisis, for the doctors and nurses and 

everyone working so hard today, putting their own health at risk to support the safety and health 

of all our communities and to our countries and to all of you, thank you. As I wrote in my 

Chairman’s letter to shareholders, we’re living and working in an unprecedented environment. In 

just a few short months, the COVID-19 outbreak has transformed the world for all of us as 

individuals; businesses, small and large; for entire industries; for every government around the 

world; it has presented tremendous medical, economic and human challenges that will be long-

lasting and will reverberate for years to come. Our global markets were impacted by extreme 

volatility, liquidity receded and an oil price war exasperated stress. Swift actions by 

policymakers and several central banks represented the type of decisive responses that are 

needed to overcome this extreme market adversity. There has been tremendous monetary policy 

to stabilize financial markets, and we’re beginning to see the type of fiscal policy that could 

stabilize our economies.” 

Mr. Fink continued, “Challenging environments have always been — always offered BlackRock 

an opportunity to further differentiate ourselves with all our stakeholders and in the industry 

itself, and I’m proud to say that it’s happening once again, and I believe BlackRock’s position 

has never been stronger. We remain committed in growing and investing at BlackRock. Our 

performance today reflects the investments we made in the resilience of our platform by 

supporting our people, by building our culture and forging deep partnerships with our clients. We 

have consistently and strategically invested for the long term to create the most diverse global 

asset management and technology service firm in the world. And we believe we are better 

positioned than any firm to weather shocks like these and help our clients do the same. 

Throughout the firm, there have been countless examples of everyone living our purpose to help 

more people achieve financial well being, and I could not be prouder or more grateful for the 

commitment of BlackRock’s people.” 



Mr. Fink concluded, “The world is facing a challenge that is truly unprecedented in our lifetimes. 

BlackRock will continue to do everything we can to support our clients, the societies where we 

operate more broadly as we seek to overcome this.” 

We were pleased to see BLK post a solid quarter, and analysts expect the company to keep the 

momentum up at least in Q2, though earnings in the back half of the year are projected to fall 

slightly year-over-year. We like the broad opportunities for organic growth for BLK’s numerous 

offerings in the retail space, in U.S. retirement, and in the international distribution of iShares, as 

well as in its up-and-coming risk management platform, known as Aladdin. BLK shares yield 

3.0% and our Target Price is now $581. 

Like the other big players in U.S. banking, diversified financial stock Citigroup (C – $45.45) 

saw its shares drop last week, despite a sizeable rally on Friday. On Wednesday, Citi reported its 

Q1 financial results, which came in well below analyst expectations as the bank added materially 

to its credit provision reserves. Adjusted EPS for Q1 was $1.05, versus the published guesstimate 

of $1.44. Revenue was up 12%, as Citigroup saw growth within its institutional clients group 

segment, which more than offset pressure within its international consumer business. Revenue 

within North American consumer also held up decently. Management said that for Q1 it booked 

approximately $7 billion for credit provisions. Citi shares have been hit harder than many of its 

large banking brethren, but we want to remind folks this is not the 2008/2009 Citigroup. The 

institution has made a number of changes and has materially improved its financial position. 

Citigroup CEO Michael Corbat commented, “Our earnings for the first quarter were significantly 

impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. We managed our expenses with discipline and had good 

revenue performance as the economic shocks caused by the pandemic weren’t felt until late in 

the quarter. However, the deteriorating economic outlook and the transition to the new Current 

Expected Credit Loss standard (CECL) caused us to build significant loan loss 

reserves….COVID-19 is a public health crisis with severe economic ramifications. All of the 

work we have done in recent years has put us in a very strong position from a capital, liquidity 

and balance sheet perspective. While no one knows the severity or longevity of the virus’ impact 

on the global economy, we have the resources we need to serve our clients without jeopardizing 

our safety and soundness…I want to thank our 200,000 people around the world who have had to 

work differently but have brought their same dedication and pride to their jobs each and every 

day. They have supported our clients, our communities and each other and I could not be prouder 

of them.” 

While the near-term uncertainty will obviously call a number of things into question, we think C 

shares are quite attractive, especially when changing hands at 60% of tangible book value. A 

longer-term return to improving operational execution and business lines in faster growth 

markets around the globe (vs. its U.S. business) will be quite beneficial for shareholders. Using 

our longer-term lens, we still like that C has good leverage towards the U.S. economy, while also 

having the potential to show outsize benefits versus its peers from growth in Asia, Latin America 

and other emerging economies. Our Target Price for C now stands at $97, while the company 

seems committed to its generous dividend yield, which presently resides at a hefty 4.5%. 



KeyCorp (KEY – $10.81) announced Q1 2020 results on Tuesday that missed analyst 

expectations, producing $0.12 (vs. $0.28 per share), and compared to $0.45 per share in Q4 of 

2019. Provisions for credit losses for the Cleveland-based bank accounted for a loss of $0.23 per 

share, but deposits for the quarter grew 3% year over year to $110 billion. Key was also able to 

reduce its cost of funding by 14 basis points from the prior quarter, as the impact of lower 

interest rates took effect. Laurel Road, KEY’s digital lending arm, originated $600 million of 

student consolidation loans in the quarter and generated $1.3 billion of residential mortgage 

loans. 

Improved balance sheet mix and strong loan growth drove taxable equivalent net interest income 

$2 million higher than the prior quarter, while net interest margin rose to 3.01% versus 2.98% 

quarter over quarter. The current pandemic took its toll on market-sensitive businesses, sending 

non-interest/fee income to $477 million for Q1 versus $536 million for the year-ago quarter and 

$651 million a quarter ago. For Q2, management expects deposit costs to continue to slide 

another 30 to 35 basis points, contributing to higher net interest income. As a result of the 

expected originations of stimulus PPP loans, management expects lower net interest margin from 

the first quarter level due to the lower lower yield on those loans versus other products. 

CFO Don Kimble shared his take on the banks financial position, “Capital ratios this quarter 

reflected the impact of the balance sheet growth and lower earnings. Most of our planned capital 

actions for the quarter were completed before the economic outlook turned. As a result, our 

common equity Tier 1 ratio was 8.95% as of March 31, down 49 basis points from year-end. 

This level is slightly below our target range, but well above the stressed capital buffer levels 

required by the Fed. Our capital target was established to provide sufficient capital to operate in 

stressed environments, recognizing we would be operating at levels below the target as we 

experience the impact of those environments. This capital level provides a sufficient capacity to 

continue to support our customers and their borrowing needs, and based on our current outlook, 

maintain our dividend.” 

He continued, “As a reminder, our capital priorities continue to be to support organic growth, to 

continue our strong common dividend, to repurchase shares in excess with excess capital. The 

new guidelines from the stress capital buffer are also helpful in addressing our capital actions. As 

announced earlier, we suspended our share buybacks through the second quarter. Given the 

uncertain economic outlook for the full year, we have removed our guidance for full year 2020. 

There is still a wide range of scenarios on the depth and duration of the economic downturn. 

Also impacting this will be the benefits of various programs to help bridge the retail and 

commercial customers. As we move through the second quarter, we expect to have more clarity 

on the economic impact of COVID-19 and the support provided to our clients, allowing us to 

provide more visibility on our full year outlook.” 



 

We believe the lumps KeyCorp took in the Great Financial Crisis were the impetus for its 

transition to a more conservative culture, which should serve it well in the current environment. 

Despite pressure on fee revenue in the near-term, we like the diversified exposure in the 

seemingly perpetual low-rate climate. Management still appears to be supportive of the dividend, 

although we wouldn’t be all that surprised if it were trimmed, but the capital base is much 

stronger versus a decade ago. Shares yield a handsome 6.9% yield at current levels. We’ve pared 

our Target Price to $22. 

Shares of global financial services giant Bank of New York Mellon (BK – $46.18) were one of 

the few financial stocks to gain ground last week, thanks to very good Q1 2020 financial results. 

Earnings per share of $1.05 beat the consensus analyst estimate of $0.88, as strong fee revenue 

growth from elevated trading volumes and market volatility drove an 11.7% increase versus Q1 

of 2019. 

Looking ahead to the remainder of 2020, CEO Thomas Gibbons commented, “It is difficult to 

forecast the impact of the coronavirus on our results with certainty because so much depends on 

how the health crisis evolves, its impact to the economy and issues — actions taken by central 

banks and governments to support the economy. We have a lower risk fee-based business model 

that positions us relatively well in an environment like this. We perform stress tests regularly as 

do our regulators. In CCAR, we consistently perform well. We have a highly diversified business 



model with a conservative risk profile and fees in general are skewed towards recurring revenue 

streams. We should benefit from increased activity in Clearance and Collateral Management 

from increased issuance of U.S. treasuries and U.S. tri-party collateral management, although the 

latter somewhat depends on Federal Reserve Bank and New York operations. Monetary policy 

turned signs of uncertainty, tends to have a positive effect for us through lower — excuse me, 

through higher deposit volumes, and we will continue to manage our expenses tightly. All that 

having been said, the lower interest rate environment, which impacts us both through net interest 

revenue and through money market fee waivers and Pershing, asset management and corporate 

trust, as well as the market decline in certain industries being under pressure, will have an 

impact. Still, we believe we have the capital and liquidity to withstand a multiple of scenarios, 

pay our dividends and continue to support our clients.” 

We think BNY Mellon maintains strong market positions in several segments (particularly in its 

Pershing business and certain other asset services offerings). Although low interest rates 

continue to negatively impact earnings, we appreciate the recurring nature of several of the 

bank’s revenue streams. We hope, however, that the depressed economic backdrop is the 

stimulus for the bank to find additional ways to reduce its cost structure. Our Target Price for BK 

remains at $55. 

Shares of Abbott Labs (ABT – $96.01) reached all-time highs this past week as the diversified 

healthcare concern released strong quarterly financial results that beat analyst expectations 

(earning $0.65 vs. $0.61 per share). Since falling sharply with the broader market for much of 

February and March, news surrounding the deployment of Abbott’s COVID-19 rapid-test has 

garnered much attention. Sales for the first quarter increased 4.3% as consumer-facing segments 

more than offset some declines in key medical device categories as more elective procedures 

have been crowded out by the COVID-19 crisis. The company’s popular glucose monitor, the 

Freestyle Libre, continued to add new users at a strong rate as sales for the product grew more 

than 60%. In partnership with the American Diabetes Association, Abbott has donated 25,000 

Freestyle Libre sensors to U.S. hospitals and medical centers in outbreak hotspots to help 

accelerate access to the technology. 

Abbott CEO Robert B. Ford had the following to say about the company’s recent efforts, 

“Abbott has long been a global leader in infectious disease testing, so leading in this area is a 

role we can and should play. In late March, we launched 2 molecular diagnostic tests to detect 

COVID-19: one for our ID NOW rapid point-of-care platform; and one for our m2000 laboratory 

platform. Over the past few weeks, we’ve been actively working with government authorities 

and health systems to deploy these tests to places of greatest need. And just yesterday, we 

announced the launch of a lab-based serology test for the detection of the antibody IgG. While 

molecular testing detects whether someone currently has the virus, antibody tests determine if 

someone was previously infected. We already began shipping these antibody tests and intend to 

ship 4 million tests in April and ramping up capacity to 20 million tests per month in June and 

beyond.” 



 

He added, “But our efforts don’t stop there. We’re moving as fast as we can to develop 

additional tests, including a lab-based serology test to detect another important antibody, IgM, 

which we expect to launch in the near future. I’d like to thank our outstanding scientists as well 

as our manufacturing, supply chain and business teams. They’ve really stepped up to the 

challenge and are doing extraordinary work to increase availability of diagnostic testing as we 

fight this pandemic.” 

We continue to believe that Abbott’s cash generation potential remains strong, which can be 

used to improve the balance sheet, return capital to shareholders and invest in the business. We 

also like that the company continues to invest heavily in R&D (7.3% of sales in the past quarter) 

as it focuses on wringing new products out of previous acquisitions. All the positives mentioned, 

we continue to keep a close eye on ABT shares as the valuation isn’t exactly cheap at face value 

(though ABT shares are less expensive than many of its peers), given a current P/E ratio of about 

29. Still, we are comfortable continuing to hold our remaining shares of this high-quality name 

as our Target Price has been hiked to $103. 

 


